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41st EDTNA/ERCA International 
Conference 2012 

Convention Centre Strasbourg, France!
As you know, the 41st International EDTNA/ERCA Conference scheduled for Sep-
tember 2012 was due to be held in Athens, Greece. Our Association was looking 
forward to returning to a country where we have many enthusiastic members, col-
leagues and volunteers.

Unfortunately, due to the current economical and political circumstances in 
Greece, we have been forced to postpone Athens as our Conference city and find 
another location for 2012.

Strasbourg, France, was chosen to replace Athens as the Conference venue

The dates of the Conference are the same as previously  
September 15th - 18th 2012.

This year’s Conference theme reflects one of the Association´s main objectives:
“Global Advances in Renal Care:  Economic and Quality Impact of Disease  
Management”

We hereby invite you to join us for the Conference in the cosmopolitan city of Stras-
bourg with its beautiful canals, historical city centre and the European Parliament 
situated within walking distance of the Conference Centre. Please note that the 
abstract submission date has been prolonged until February 29th, 2012. 

EDTNA/ERCA is looking forward  
to seeing you in Strasbourg!

www. edtnaerca.org

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME  
Abstract submission deadline: 29 February 2012

Each year at the annual EDTNA/ERCA International Conference, expert profession-
als, service leaders, academics, researchers and industry partners come together to 
share innovations, evidence and knowledge.

The theme of the 2012 Conference in Strasbourg, France, is ‘Global Advances in 
Renal Care: Economic and Quality Impact of Disease Management’. To celebrate 
this theme the Conference calls for high quality abstracts to complement key topics 
of interest including:

Innovations within renal replacement therapy•  – major progress and controver-
sies in therapy development
Conservative care • — patients deciding not to embark on dialysis and develop-
ment of palliative care strategies
Chronic kidney disease • — impact, treatment and prevention
Economic implications for care•  — cost effective interventions
Transplantation•  — clinical advancements and innovations
Measuring and monitoring quality improvement•  — expanding roles, sustaining 
effective staff and patient education programmes
Evidence based practice•  — how best identified and utilized
Health improvement initiatives•  — biomedical, psychosocial, self-management, 
technical, dietetics, pharmaceutical
Current trends•  and established strategies in the management of the full range 
of services required by renal patients and careers

Abstract guidelines have been developed to enhance the quality of the abstract 
submission and ensure sufficient information is presented to allow a fair peer re-
view assessment. 

Dr Paula Ormandy
Scientific Programme Committee Chair

Join the EDTNA/ERCA on TWITTER!!! 

As of January 2012 the EDTNA/ERCA will start using the Social media for 
better communication with the EDTNA/ERCA members and friends of  
EDTNA/ERCA. Follow the EDTNA/ERCA Twitter page to stay up to date on the 
latest EDTNA/ERCA news and receiving the most recent information from the 
renal field. 

To follow the EDTNA/ERCA Twitter page click on the icon on the  
EDTNA/ERCA homepage or search for http://twitter.com/EDTNAERCA directly 
and click for following the EDTNA/ERCA Twitter page. Please note that in or-
der to become a “Follower” of the EDTNA/ERCA Twitter page you must create 
your own account on Twitter first. This can be done within few minutes via  
www.twitter.com We hope you will enjoy new ways of communication with 
EDTNA/ERCA!

We hope you will enjoy new ways of communication with EDTNA/ERCA!
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To contribute to the next issue, please 
send your articles and pictures to María 
Cruz Casal - EDTNA/ERCA News Editor  
e-mail: mcruzcasal@ibertelecom.com
EDTNA/ERCA Secretariat  
e-mail: queries@edtnaerca.org

News published  
by EDTNA/ERCA

www.edtnaerca.org

Correct Answers from  
Newsletter 4 2011

1.  d 2.  d 3.  d 4.  a 5.  d 
6.  c 7.  c 8.  b 9.  d 10.  d

NOTE:  The articles presented in this 
Newsletter do not necessary reflect the 
opinion of EDTNA/ERCA, they are the 
sole responsibility of the authors.

Content
Information about 41• st Annual Conference in Strasbourg
Editor letter• 
Changes  in the EDTNA/ERCA Executive Committee • 
Join EDTNA/ERCA in Twitter • 
Industry update• 
Volunteers speak out• 
Vacancies • 
DOPPS• 
Updating Knowledge and Practices Winners • 
Calendar of events• 
And much more….• 

Registration to  
the Conference

You may not apply for members registration 
fees if you are not a current member. To verify 
your membership status at any time please 
contact the EDTNA/ERCA Membership Man-
ager Tomáš Nejedlý. 
(email: queries@edtnaerca.org or  
tomas.nejedly@czech-in.cz)

Please note: To apply for the EDTNA/ERCA 
member’s registration fees, you must have 
a valid paid membership status prior to  
1st July 2012.

Calendar of Events
XX Seminario español de la EDTNA/ERCA • 
H.U. Reina Sofía, Córdoba, 31 Mayo,   
1 y 2 de Junio de 2012

Tema: “Accesos vasculares y Técnicas convectivas: Presente y futuro  
del tratamiento del paciente en hemodiálisis”

Secretaria Técnica: scc@scccongresos.com  
Tf: 957483311 – 957047848

Industry Advisory Board 
On November 17th, the 6th Industry Advisory Board meeting took place in Copenhagen.

The fundamental objective of the Industry Advisory Board is to assist the EDTNA/ERCA in achieving its mission and constantly improving the quality of its projects as well 
as advice on relevant projects ensuring the dissemination of best clinical practice in renal care.

The busy agenda covered various topics including research & educational projects, international Conference structure, latest Conference evaluation, advice on future 
Conference venues and mutual agreement about the future cooperation between EDTNA/ERCA and key renal industry partners. Our Association would like to acknowl-
edge Baxter, Diaverum, Fresenius Medical Care, Gambro, Redsense Medical and Shire as they deserve our deepest appreciation for continued support and professional 
partnership.

EDTNA/ERCA Seminar – Ljubljana Conference follow up & Strasbourg 
Conference highlights 
Another successful Czech EDTNA/ERCA Seminar with the presence of international Industry partners took place in Prague on January 17th, 2012. The Seminar was kindly 
supported by Roche (main partner), B. Braun, Fresenius Medical Care and Gambro. 

The main theme of the Seminar was related to the clinical 
standards, guidelines, management of CKD and the role of the 
renal multidisciplinary team in this process. 

Anki Davidson, guest speaker from Gambro provided an 
overview of current clinical practice and care among Euro-
pean countries and highlighted reasons why the new joint  
EDTNA/ERCA & Gambro project IQD & Clinical Guidelines for 
Dialysis was launched at the Ljubljana Conference.

Jürgen Kastl, guest speaker from Fresenius Medical Care 
proudly presented Go Green in Dialysis project results and 
introduced the Czech version of Environmental Guidelines 
for Dialysis. He believes that Guidelines help renal staff mem-
bers respond to the increasing challenge of how to perform 
environmentally friendly dialysis and provide them with the 
practical guidance needed to establish effective and success-
ful environmental strategies.

A special thank you must go to Helena Pikartová from Roche 
for her super organisation of the event which ensured the 
programme was delivered to a consistently high standard and 
Franta Lopot for translating all the international guest lec-
tures in extremely professional way.

Industry Update  
Jitka Pancirova, EDTNA/ERCA Executive Director

Delegates at the Seminar
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Editor’s letter
Dear Colleagues and Friends,
The Newsletter team, Editor and Coeditors wish you a Happy, 
Healthy and Prosperous New Year!!

As you can all imagine, EDTNA/ERCA is also being affected by 
the global economic challenges that has been affecting all of 
us. Due to this, it has become more important than ever for 
the Association to review communication to the members, 
concentrating more on electronic communication, with im-
portant communication also being communicated in writing, 
so that members have a hard copy for easy reference. This will 
have an effect on this publication, but I am sure that although 
the Newsletter is a bit shorter, it will not diminish its ability 
to continue offering you up-to-date information about the As-
sociation’s activities, services and products such as worldwide 
renal news and educational tidbits.     

In this first edition, I am pleased to 
introduce you to the 2012 Coeditors 
Team who will actively translate our 
Newsletter into fifteen different lan-
guages. Thanks to them, language will 
not be a barrier for everyone to stay 
informed.    

We would also like to congratulate 
those who have earned a Certificate 
of Continuous Education. They completed the Questionnaires 
from the four 2011 issues with more than 80% answers correct 
and will receive the certificate in early February. This educa-
tional activity will not be available in this year’s Newsletters 
but we will replace it with other formative reports and interac-
tive activities.

Maria Cruz Casal

President’s Message
Dear EDTNA/ERCA members,

The news may have already reached some of you by other 
means (bad news always travels fast) but I want to announce 
to you all personally the fact that I have resigned as Presi-
dent of EDTNA/ERCA.

As some of you may already know, I have been a Diabetic Type I patient since my 
early youth. Until some time ago, there were no reasons to foresee any complica-
tions whatsoever so I very proudly accepted the post as Executive Committee mem-
ber and later on I became the new President of EDTNA/ERCA. 

Reality caught up with me when I saw my bimonthly HbA1c results strongly influ-
enced by the stress and extra work that the post in the E.C., and later on the Presi-
dency, caused me.

I had one final logical choice to make and one decision to take. I needed to step 
down as your Association’s President and de-stress my life as much as possible and 
go back to a much calmer, normal live as a simple EDTNA/ERCA member to stop 
the risk of early complications, but I have decided to continue as Key Member from 
Belgium. 

I want to thank all those who have worked with me closely during this amazing time 
and for their continuous support and help. Specifically, I would like to thank Ales-
sandra, Anastasia, Edita, Elisheva, Jitka, Maria and Maria Cruz, my Executive Com-
mittee colleagues, and Alois from the finance group for their understanding.

Michel Roden

Dr. Cordelia Ashwanden   
Journal Of Renal Care 
Editor from 2006 till May 
2012

I took over the Editorship of the Journal in 2006 from Anna Marti who has always 
been a role model for me.  I had a steep learning curve - learning about deadlines, 
the printer and, at that time, co-editors/translators for the multi-language editions 
of the journal. After joining Wiley/Blackwell publishing house in 2008 the JORC has 
made the most significant change. We have benefited from their expertise and our 
profile has improved beyond expectations.  When I started as Journal Editor we 
had a struggle finding enough papers for each issue, submissions were not numer-
ous and quality not always good. It was always stressful heading towards deadline 
dates getting acceptable papers reviewed, corrected and ready for production.  

However that has changed and there is now a waiting list for publication and qual-
ity of papers is greatly improved. 

Being an Editor of a multi-national journal has its problems but enormous com-
pensations. I find it fascinating reading how other people practise and helping 
authors to get their papers into acceptable English. I marvel continuously at how 
people write complicated papers not in their first language. I have learnt much 
about changing renal practices and facets of life in other countries. I have made 
a wonderful number of friends who I hope will continue to email me. I shall leave 
all this regretfully but look forward to 
change and continued improvement of 
the JORC. 

Dr. Cordelia Ashwanden  

Email:  
cordelia@ashwandens.demon.co.uk

EDTNA/ERCA Volunteers Speak Out!

Updating Knowledge and Practices Self-Evaluation 
Quiz provided in the four editions of Newsletters 2011

The following colleagues have successfully completed more 
than 80 % of updating knowledge’s answers.

Aleksandra Tomasevic’• 
Angels Vilà i Sastre • 
Beate Spindler • 
Benzaid Bachir• 
Carme Font Senen• 
Carmen Plana Illa• 
Carmen Rosa Oliva• 
Christopoulou Athanasios• 
Claudio Squarcia• 
Damir Pelicic• 
Eveline Eker-Zonnenberg• 
Expedita Calminero• 
Isabel Fernández Álvarez• 
Jesús Salgueiro• 

Krishna Chengadu • 
Lucía Teresa Colosio• 
Lyubica Misic• 
Marilbna Galli• 
Nusret Mehmedovic • 
Paola Sclavzero• 
Plamenka Mitic• 
Rik Alliet• 
Snezana Popovic’• 
Verica Vasic’• 

Those who sent the questionnaire not included in this list are 
encouraged to continue filling in the questionnaires of Up-
dating Knowledge and Practices and checking the answers 
also provided in the Newsletter because they didn’t achieve 
the goal of at least 80% of correct answers.

The colleagues included in this list will receive the Certificate 
early February.

Compliments to these colleagues!! 

Publications translated on the web: On the DOPPS home page 
there is a link at the top showing the new elements – the ability to view recent (important to note that 

it’s 2011 publications) research in English, German, Spanish, French and Italian. 

Some of the 2011 slides are translated (and more are on the way) – by going to the research link  publications they can view 
them. There is a drop down on the top menu to change the language as well as links for each slide set in each language.

Lastly, we are working on including plain language summaries for each which also shows up when you click on the title of a pu-
blication.

Anna Marti i Monros
EDTNA/ERCA DOPPS P.M.

EDTNA/ERCA is going 
GREEN! Printing less and 
using electronic ways of 
communication! EDTNA/ERCA 
is modern and trendy!
The form for the Lifetime member nomination and the form 
for Motions submission to the AGM will not be sent to the  
EDTNA/ERCA members in hard copy every year any-

more. Both forms will be available in electronic form 
only in the members area of the EDTNA/ERCA website  
(http://www.edtnaerca.org/pages/membersonly/index.
php). Every EDTNA/ERCA member who is interested in mo-
tion submission or wants to nominate an EDTNA/ERCA 
member for Lifetime membership needs to download the 
required form from the members area, fill it in and send 
it to EDTNA/ERCA Secretariat following the instructions  
described on the form.

EDTNA/ERCA Secretariat
queries@edtnaerca.org 

New Executive Committee Structure Announcement
Due to the unexpected resignation of our appointed President Michel Roden, we are unable to fill the position of full-time President for 2012. As a result, we have made 
the decision to work together, dividing the responsibilities of President within the Executive Committee members until a replacement can be voted. Below, please find our 
updated Executive Committee structure:

Frank Kelly, Key Member 
Ireland, Since 2011
Frank Kelly IEng, MIHEEM, AEng MIEI; Dip Ed & Tr (Hons) 
NUI; Dip Renal Technology (Hons) CUL. 

Frank is a graduate of DIT Kevin St College of Technology 
Dublin with a diploma in Physics and Electrical Science. 

He has an Honours Diploma in Renal Technology from City University London and 
an Honours Diploma in Education & Training from NUI Maynooth.

Frank is Principal Clinical Engineer at St Vincent’s University Hospital and is  
EDTNA/ERCA Key Member for Ireland. He is an Associate Engineer and member 
(MIEI) of Engineers Ireland. 

He is an Incorporated Engineer with the Engineering Council UK and a member of 
the Institute for Healthcare Engineering and Estate Management (MIHEEM). 

He served as National Treasurer for the Biomedical Engineering Association of Ire-
land and is a member of the BEAI executive committee. 

He is a member of the Association of Renal Technologists UK, and a former area 
service manager with Fannin Ireland.

Frank will have served 30 years in Healthcare Engineering and has several publica-
tions with the BEAI and EDTNA/ERCA and has presented at International Confer-
ences. 

Objectives for 2012
Contact commercial companies requesting  financial support for our nursing • 
and technical colleagues for EDTNA/ERCA conference 2012.

Support Irish Nephrology Nurses Association at their annual meeting.• 

Co Organiser to the annual Cross Border Renal Technical Meeting 201.• 

As a Volunteer Support 2012 EDTNA/ERCA Conference. • 

Dr. Nicola Thomas
New Editor of Journal of 
Renal Care from May 2012

I am writing to introduce myself as the new Editor of the 
Journal of Renal Care (JORC). It is a privilege for me to 
take over the the role from Dr Cordelia Ashwanden who 

has worked tirelessly to improve the quality of the Journal in recent years. I have 
had a long history of working as a volunteer in the Association, as I was President 
of the Association in 2000/2001 and Chair of the Education Board from 2001-2004. 
I now work as an Independent Renal Nursing Consultant, after working for many 
years at City University London. My main areas of interest are early management 
of kidney disease and pre-dialysis care. 

I have already started taking over the running of the Journal from Cordelia. I am 
now managing the review process for all the papers that are submitted and will be 
fully responsible for the Journal from issue number 3/2012. The main strategic aim 
of the JORC is to provide a high-quality publication that focuses on renal clinical 
practice. A secondary aim is to achieve an impact factor in 2014 by increasing the 

number of citations (JORC papers that 
are referenced in other Journals). I have 
already distributed a questionnaire 
to members of the Editorial Advisory 
Board asking them to comment on ways 
in which we might increase the number 
of citations - their suggestions are much appreciated.

Two new initiatives have recently been implemented. First, do take a look at the 
‘Early View’ pages. This is where papers accepted for publication are published on-
line prior to being published in the paper version of the Journal http://onlinelibrary.
wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1755-6686/earlyview. Secondly, I have updated 
the Author Guidelines for the JORC which will appear in issue 1/2012 and will be 
available on-line in the New Year.

I will be writing a short piece on the JORC in each forthcoming Newletter but in the 
meantime please do not hesistate to contact me if you have any questions about 
the JORC or if you wish to discuss any ideas you have for papers or articles.

Dr Nicola Thomas
email: nicola.thomas@renalnurse.co.uk
www.renalnurse.co.uk

Join the EDTNA/ERCA Volunteer’s Team
VACANCIES

In addition to the current team of 45 Volunteers, EDTNA/ERCA is looking for Volunteers to cover the following vacancies:
Executive Committee Members• 

Consultants: Transplant and Dialysis Technician• 
Key Member for Switzerland• 

Link Members for:• 

Denmark −
Estonia −
Sweden −

International Link Member from:• 

South Africa −
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia −

If you are interested or would like to recommend someone for one of the positions, please contact Maria Saraiva, the Nomination Committee Chair at  
mariasaraiva5993@gmail.com or Eva Petrová, EDTNA/ERCA Main Secretary at: queries@edtnaerca.org 

Editor
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Co-Editors
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proudly presented Go Green in Dialysis project results and 
introduced the Czech version of Environmental Guidelines 
for Dialysis. He believes that Guidelines help renal staff mem-
bers respond to the increasing challenge of how to perform 
environmentally friendly dialysis and provide them with the 
practical guidance needed to establish effective and success-
ful environmental strategies.

A special thank you must go to Helena Pikartová from Roche 
for her super organisation of the event which ensured the 
programme was delivered to a consistently high standard and 
Franta Lopot for translating all the international guest lec-
tures in extremely professional way.

Industry Update  
Jitka Pancirova, EDTNA/ERCA Executive Director

Delegates at the Seminar
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 DOPPS   EKHA P&P   

Editor’s letter
Dear Colleagues and Friends,
The Newsletter team, Editor and Coeditors wish you a Happy, 
Healthy and Prosperous New Year!!

As you can all imagine, EDTNA/ERCA is also being affected by 
the global economic challenges that has been affecting all of 
us. Due to this, it has become more important than ever for 
the Association to review communication to the members, 
concentrating more on electronic communication, with im-
portant communication also being communicated in writing, 
so that members have a hard copy for easy reference. This will 
have an effect on this publication, but I am sure that although 
the Newsletter is a bit shorter, it will not diminish its ability 
to continue offering you up-to-date information about the As-
sociation’s activities, services and products such as worldwide 
renal news and educational tidbits.     

In this first edition, I am pleased to 
introduce you to the 2012 Coeditors 
Team who will actively translate our 
Newsletter into fifteen different lan-
guages. Thanks to them, language will 
not be a barrier for everyone to stay 
informed.    

We would also like to congratulate 
those who have earned a Certificate 
of Continuous Education. They completed the Questionnaires 
from the four 2011 issues with more than 80% answers correct 
and will receive the certificate in early February. This educa-
tional activity will not be available in this year’s Newsletters 
but we will replace it with other formative reports and interac-
tive activities.

Maria Cruz Casal

President’s Message
Dear EDTNA/ERCA members,

The news may have already reached some of you by other 
means (bad news always travels fast) but I want to announce 
to you all personally the fact that I have resigned as Presi-
dent of EDTNA/ERCA.

As some of you may already know, I have been a Diabetic Type I patient since my 
early youth. Until some time ago, there were no reasons to foresee any complica-
tions whatsoever so I very proudly accepted the post as Executive Committee mem-
ber and later on I became the new President of EDTNA/ERCA. 

Reality caught up with me when I saw my bimonthly HbA1c results strongly influ-
enced by the stress and extra work that the post in the E.C., and later on the Presi-
dency, caused me.

I had one final logical choice to make and one decision to take. I needed to step 
down as your Association’s President and de-stress my life as much as possible and 
go back to a much calmer, normal live as a simple EDTNA/ERCA member to stop 
the risk of early complications, but I have decided to continue as Key Member from 
Belgium. 

I want to thank all those who have worked with me closely during this amazing time 
and for their continuous support and help. Specifically, I would like to thank Ales-
sandra, Anastasia, Edita, Elisheva, Jitka, Maria and Maria Cruz, my Executive Com-
mittee colleagues, and Alois from the finance group for their understanding.

Michel Roden

Dr. Cordelia Ashwanden   
Journal Of Renal Care 
Editor from 2006 till May 
2012

I took over the Editorship of the Journal in 2006 from Anna Marti who has always 
been a role model for me.  I had a steep learning curve - learning about deadlines, 
the printer and, at that time, co-editors/translators for the multi-language editions 
of the journal. After joining Wiley/Blackwell publishing house in 2008 the JORC has 
made the most significant change. We have benefited from their expertise and our 
profile has improved beyond expectations.  When I started as Journal Editor we 
had a struggle finding enough papers for each issue, submissions were not numer-
ous and quality not always good. It was always stressful heading towards deadline 
dates getting acceptable papers reviewed, corrected and ready for production.  

However that has changed and there is now a waiting list for publication and qual-
ity of papers is greatly improved. 

Being an Editor of a multi-national journal has its problems but enormous com-
pensations. I find it fascinating reading how other people practise and helping 
authors to get their papers into acceptable English. I marvel continuously at how 
people write complicated papers not in their first language. I have learnt much 
about changing renal practices and facets of life in other countries. I have made 
a wonderful number of friends who I hope will continue to email me. I shall leave 
all this regretfully but look forward to 
change and continued improvement of 
the JORC. 

Dr. Cordelia Ashwanden  

Email:  
cordelia@ashwandens.demon.co.uk

EDTNA/ERCA Volunteers Speak Out!

Updating Knowledge and Practices Self-Evaluation 
Quiz provided in the four editions of Newsletters 2011

The following colleagues have successfully completed more 
than 80 % of updating knowledge’s answers.

Aleksandra Tomasevic’• 
Angels Vilà i Sastre • 
Beate Spindler • 
Benzaid Bachir• 
Carme Font Senen• 
Carmen Plana Illa• 
Carmen Rosa Oliva• 
Christopoulou Athanasios• 
Claudio Squarcia• 
Damir Pelicic• 
Eveline Eker-Zonnenberg• 
Expedita Calminero• 
Isabel Fernández Álvarez• 
Jesús Salgueiro• 

Krishna Chengadu • 
Lucía Teresa Colosio• 
Lyubica Misic• 
Marilbna Galli• 
Nusret Mehmedovic • 
Paola Sclavzero• 
Plamenka Mitic• 
Rik Alliet• 
Snezana Popovic’• 
Verica Vasic’• 

Those who sent the questionnaire not included in this list are 
encouraged to continue filling in the questionnaires of Up-
dating Knowledge and Practices and checking the answers 
also provided in the Newsletter because they didn’t achieve 
the goal of at least 80% of correct answers.

The colleagues included in this list will receive the Certificate 
early February.

Compliments to these colleagues!! 

Publications translated on the web: On the DOPPS home page 
there is a link at the top showing the new elements – the ability to view recent (important to note that 

it’s 2011 publications) research in English, German, Spanish, French and Italian. 

Some of the 2011 slides are translated (and more are on the way) – by going to the research link  publications they can view 
them. There is a drop down on the top menu to change the language as well as links for each slide set in each language.

Lastly, we are working on including plain language summaries for each which also shows up when you click on the title of a pu-
blication.

Anna Marti i Monros
EDTNA/ERCA DOPPS P.M.

EDTNA/ERCA is going 
GREEN! Printing less and 
using electronic ways of 
communication! EDTNA/ERCA 
is modern and trendy!
The form for the Lifetime member nomination and the form 
for Motions submission to the AGM will not be sent to the  
EDTNA/ERCA members in hard copy every year any-

more. Both forms will be available in electronic form 
only in the members area of the EDTNA/ERCA website  
(http://www.edtnaerca.org/pages/membersonly/index.
php). Every EDTNA/ERCA member who is interested in mo-
tion submission or wants to nominate an EDTNA/ERCA 
member for Lifetime membership needs to download the 
required form from the members area, fill it in and send 
it to EDTNA/ERCA Secretariat following the instructions  
described on the form.

EDTNA/ERCA Secretariat
queries@edtnaerca.org 

New Executive Committee Structure Announcement
Due to the unexpected resignation of our appointed President Michel Roden, we are unable to fill the position of full-time President for 2012. As a result, we have made 
the decision to work together, dividing the responsibilities of President within the Executive Committee members until a replacement can be voted. Below, please find our 
updated Executive Committee structure:

Frank Kelly, Key Member 
Ireland, Since 2011
Frank Kelly IEng, MIHEEM, AEng MIEI; Dip Ed & Tr (Hons) 
NUI; Dip Renal Technology (Hons) CUL. 

Frank is a graduate of DIT Kevin St College of Technology 
Dublin with a diploma in Physics and Electrical Science. 

He has an Honours Diploma in Renal Technology from City University London and 
an Honours Diploma in Education & Training from NUI Maynooth.

Frank is Principal Clinical Engineer at St Vincent’s University Hospital and is  
EDTNA/ERCA Key Member for Ireland. He is an Associate Engineer and member 
(MIEI) of Engineers Ireland. 

He is an Incorporated Engineer with the Engineering Council UK and a member of 
the Institute for Healthcare Engineering and Estate Management (MIHEEM). 

He served as National Treasurer for the Biomedical Engineering Association of Ire-
land and is a member of the BEAI executive committee. 

He is a member of the Association of Renal Technologists UK, and a former area 
service manager with Fannin Ireland.

Frank will have served 30 years in Healthcare Engineering and has several publica-
tions with the BEAI and EDTNA/ERCA and has presented at International Confer-
ences. 

Objectives for 2012
Contact commercial companies requesting  financial support for our nursing • 
and technical colleagues for EDTNA/ERCA conference 2012.

Support Irish Nephrology Nurses Association at their annual meeting.• 

Co Organiser to the annual Cross Border Renal Technical Meeting 201.• 

As a Volunteer Support 2012 EDTNA/ERCA Conference. • 

Dr. Nicola Thomas
New Editor of Journal of 
Renal Care from May 2012

I am writing to introduce myself as the new Editor of the 
Journal of Renal Care (JORC). It is a privilege for me to 
take over the the role from Dr Cordelia Ashwanden who 

has worked tirelessly to improve the quality of the Journal in recent years. I have 
had a long history of working as a volunteer in the Association, as I was President 
of the Association in 2000/2001 and Chair of the Education Board from 2001-2004. 
I now work as an Independent Renal Nursing Consultant, after working for many 
years at City University London. My main areas of interest are early management 
of kidney disease and pre-dialysis care. 

I have already started taking over the running of the Journal from Cordelia. I am 
now managing the review process for all the papers that are submitted and will be 
fully responsible for the Journal from issue number 3/2012. The main strategic aim 
of the JORC is to provide a high-quality publication that focuses on renal clinical 
practice. A secondary aim is to achieve an impact factor in 2014 by increasing the 

number of citations (JORC papers that 
are referenced in other Journals). I have 
already distributed a questionnaire 
to members of the Editorial Advisory 
Board asking them to comment on ways 
in which we might increase the number 
of citations - their suggestions are much appreciated.

Two new initiatives have recently been implemented. First, do take a look at the 
‘Early View’ pages. This is where papers accepted for publication are published on-
line prior to being published in the paper version of the Journal http://onlinelibrary.
wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1755-6686/earlyview. Secondly, I have updated 
the Author Guidelines for the JORC which will appear in issue 1/2012 and will be 
available on-line in the New Year.

I will be writing a short piece on the JORC in each forthcoming Newletter but in the 
meantime please do not hesistate to contact me if you have any questions about 
the JORC or if you wish to discuss any ideas you have for papers or articles.

Dr Nicola Thomas
email: nicola.thomas@renalnurse.co.uk
www.renalnurse.co.uk

Join the EDTNA/ERCA Volunteer’s Team
VACANCIES

In addition to the current team of 45 Volunteers, EDTNA/ERCA is looking for Volunteers to cover the following vacancies:
Executive Committee Members• 

Consultants: Transplant and Dialysis Technician• 
Key Member for Switzerland• 

Link Members for:• 

Denmark −
Estonia −
Sweden −

International Link Member from:• 

South Africa −
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia −

If you are interested or would like to recommend someone for one of the positions, please contact Maria Saraiva, the Nomination Committee Chair at  
mariasaraiva5993@gmail.com or Eva Petrová, EDTNA/ERCA Main Secretary at: queries@edtnaerca.org 
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Editor’s letter
Dear Colleagues and Friends,
The Newsletter team, Editor and Coeditors wish you a Happy, 
Healthy and Prosperous New Year!!

As you can all imagine, EDTNA/ERCA is also being affected by 
the global economic challenges that has been affecting all of 
us. Due to this, it has become more important than ever for 
the Association to review communication to the members, 
concentrating more on electronic communication, with im-
portant communication also being communicated in writing, 
so that members have a hard copy for easy reference. This will 
have an effect on this publication, but I am sure that although 
the Newsletter is a bit shorter, it will not diminish its ability 
to continue offering you up-to-date information about the As-
sociation’s activities, services and products such as worldwide 
renal news and educational tidbits.     

In this first edition, I am pleased to 
introduce you to the 2012 Coeditors 
Team who will actively translate our 
Newsletter into fifteen different lan-
guages. Thanks to them, language will 
not be a barrier for everyone to stay 
informed.    

We would also like to congratulate 
those who have earned a Certificate 
of Continuous Education. They completed the Questionnaires 
from the four 2011 issues with more than 80% answers correct 
and will receive the certificate in early February. This educa-
tional activity will not be available in this year’s Newsletters 
but we will replace it with other formative reports and interac-
tive activities.

Maria Cruz Casal

President’s Message
Dear EDTNA/ERCA members,

The news may have already reached some of you by other 
means (bad news always travels fast) but I want to announce 
to you all personally the fact that I have resigned as Presi-
dent of EDTNA/ERCA.

As some of you may already know, I have been a Diabetic Type I patient since my 
early youth. Until some time ago, there were no reasons to foresee any complica-
tions whatsoever so I very proudly accepted the post as Executive Committee mem-
ber and later on I became the new President of EDTNA/ERCA. 

Reality caught up with me when I saw my bimonthly HbA1c results strongly influ-
enced by the stress and extra work that the post in the E.C., and later on the Presi-
dency, caused me.

I had one final logical choice to make and one decision to take. I needed to step 
down as your Association’s President and de-stress my life as much as possible and 
go back to a much calmer, normal live as a simple EDTNA/ERCA member to stop 
the risk of early complications, but I have decided to continue as Key Member from 
Belgium. 

I want to thank all those who have worked with me closely during this amazing time 
and for their continuous support and help. Specifically, I would like to thank Ales-
sandra, Anastasia, Edita, Elisheva, Jitka, Maria and Maria Cruz, my Executive Com-
mittee colleagues, and Alois from the finance group for their understanding.

Michel Roden

Dr. Cordelia Ashwanden   
Journal Of Renal Care 
Editor from 2006 till May 
2012

I took over the Editorship of the Journal in 2006 from Anna Marti who has always 
been a role model for me.  I had a steep learning curve - learning about deadlines, 
the printer and, at that time, co-editors/translators for the multi-language editions 
of the journal. After joining Wiley/Blackwell publishing house in 2008 the JORC has 
made the most significant change. We have benefited from their expertise and our 
profile has improved beyond expectations.  When I started as Journal Editor we 
had a struggle finding enough papers for each issue, submissions were not numer-
ous and quality not always good. It was always stressful heading towards deadline 
dates getting acceptable papers reviewed, corrected and ready for production.  

However that has changed and there is now a waiting list for publication and qual-
ity of papers is greatly improved. 

Being an Editor of a multi-national journal has its problems but enormous com-
pensations. I find it fascinating reading how other people practise and helping 
authors to get their papers into acceptable English. I marvel continuously at how 
people write complicated papers not in their first language. I have learnt much 
about changing renal practices and facets of life in other countries. I have made 
a wonderful number of friends who I hope will continue to email me. I shall leave 
all this regretfully but look forward to 
change and continued improvement of 
the JORC. 

Dr. Cordelia Ashwanden  

Email:  
cordelia@ashwandens.demon.co.uk

EDTNA/ERCA Volunteers Speak Out!

Updating Knowledge and Practices Self-Evaluation 
Quiz provided in the four editions of Newsletters 2011

The following colleagues have successfully completed more 
than 80 % of updating knowledge’s answers.

Aleksandra Tomasevic’• 
Angels Vilà i Sastre • 
Beate Spindler • 
Benzaid Bachir• 
Carme Font Senen• 
Carmen Plana Illa• 
Carmen Rosa Oliva• 
Christopoulou Athanasios• 
Claudio Squarcia• 
Damir Pelicic• 
Eveline Eker-Zonnenberg• 
Expedita Calminero• 
Isabel Fernández Álvarez• 
Jesús Salgueiro• 

Krishna Chengadu • 
Lucía Teresa Colosio• 
Lyubica Misic• 
Marilbna Galli• 
Nusret Mehmedovic • 
Paola Sclavzero• 
Plamenka Mitic• 
Rik Alliet• 
Snezana Popovic’• 
Verica Vasic’• 

Those who sent the questionnaire not included in this list are 
encouraged to continue filling in the questionnaires of Up-
dating Knowledge and Practices and checking the answers 
also provided in the Newsletter because they didn’t achieve 
the goal of at least 80% of correct answers.

The colleagues included in this list will receive the Certificate 
early February.

Compliments to these colleagues!! 

Publications translated on the web: On the DOPPS home page 
there is a link at the top showing the new elements – the ability to view recent (important to note that 

it’s 2011 publications) research in English, German, Spanish, French and Italian. 

Some of the 2011 slides are translated (and more are on the way) – by going to the research link  publications they can view 
them. There is a drop down on the top menu to change the language as well as links for each slide set in each language.

Lastly, we are working on including plain language summaries for each which also shows up when you click on the title of a pu-
blication.

Anna Marti i Monros
EDTNA/ERCA DOPPS P.M.

EDTNA/ERCA is going 
GREEN! Printing less and 
using electronic ways of 
communication! EDTNA/ERCA 
is modern and trendy!
The form for the Lifetime member nomination and the form 
for Motions submission to the AGM will not be sent to the  
EDTNA/ERCA members in hard copy every year any-

more. Both forms will be available in electronic form 
only in the members area of the EDTNA/ERCA website  
(http://www.edtnaerca.org/pages/membersonly/index.
php). Every EDTNA/ERCA member who is interested in mo-
tion submission or wants to nominate an EDTNA/ERCA 
member for Lifetime membership needs to download the 
required form from the members area, fill it in and send 
it to EDTNA/ERCA Secretariat following the instructions  
described on the form.

EDTNA/ERCA Secretariat
queries@edtnaerca.org 

New Executive Committee Structure Announcement
Due to the unexpected resignation of our appointed President Michel Roden, we are unable to fill the position of full-time President for 2012. As a result, we have made 
the decision to work together, dividing the responsibilities of President within the Executive Committee members until a replacement can be voted. Below, please find our 
updated Executive Committee structure:

Frank Kelly, Key Member 
Ireland, Since 2011
Frank Kelly IEng, MIHEEM, AEng MIEI; Dip Ed & Tr (Hons) 
NUI; Dip Renal Technology (Hons) CUL. 

Frank is a graduate of DIT Kevin St College of Technology 
Dublin with a diploma in Physics and Electrical Science. 

He has an Honours Diploma in Renal Technology from City University London and 
an Honours Diploma in Education & Training from NUI Maynooth.

Frank is Principal Clinical Engineer at St Vincent’s University Hospital and is  
EDTNA/ERCA Key Member for Ireland. He is an Associate Engineer and member 
(MIEI) of Engineers Ireland. 

He is an Incorporated Engineer with the Engineering Council UK and a member of 
the Institute for Healthcare Engineering and Estate Management (MIHEEM). 

He served as National Treasurer for the Biomedical Engineering Association of Ire-
land and is a member of the BEAI executive committee. 

He is a member of the Association of Renal Technologists UK, and a former area 
service manager with Fannin Ireland.

Frank will have served 30 years in Healthcare Engineering and has several publica-
tions with the BEAI and EDTNA/ERCA and has presented at International Confer-
ences. 

Objectives for 2012
Contact commercial companies requesting  financial support for our nursing • 
and technical colleagues for EDTNA/ERCA conference 2012.

Support Irish Nephrology Nurses Association at their annual meeting.• 

Co Organiser to the annual Cross Border Renal Technical Meeting 201.• 

As a Volunteer Support 2012 EDTNA/ERCA Conference. • 

Dr. Nicola Thomas
New Editor of Journal of 
Renal Care from May 2012

I am writing to introduce myself as the new Editor of the 
Journal of Renal Care (JORC). It is a privilege for me to 
take over the the role from Dr Cordelia Ashwanden who 

has worked tirelessly to improve the quality of the Journal in recent years. I have 
had a long history of working as a volunteer in the Association, as I was President 
of the Association in 2000/2001 and Chair of the Education Board from 2001-2004. 
I now work as an Independent Renal Nursing Consultant, after working for many 
years at City University London. My main areas of interest are early management 
of kidney disease and pre-dialysis care. 

I have already started taking over the running of the Journal from Cordelia. I am 
now managing the review process for all the papers that are submitted and will be 
fully responsible for the Journal from issue number 3/2012. The main strategic aim 
of the JORC is to provide a high-quality publication that focuses on renal clinical 
practice. A secondary aim is to achieve an impact factor in 2014 by increasing the 

number of citations (JORC papers that 
are referenced in other Journals). I have 
already distributed a questionnaire 
to members of the Editorial Advisory 
Board asking them to comment on ways 
in which we might increase the number 
of citations - their suggestions are much appreciated.

Two new initiatives have recently been implemented. First, do take a look at the 
‘Early View’ pages. This is where papers accepted for publication are published on-
line prior to being published in the paper version of the Journal http://onlinelibrary.
wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1755-6686/earlyview. Secondly, I have updated 
the Author Guidelines for the JORC which will appear in issue 1/2012 and will be 
available on-line in the New Year.

I will be writing a short piece on the JORC in each forthcoming Newletter but in the 
meantime please do not hesistate to contact me if you have any questions about 
the JORC or if you wish to discuss any ideas you have for papers or articles.

Dr Nicola Thomas
email: nicola.thomas@renalnurse.co.uk
www.renalnurse.co.uk

Join the EDTNA/ERCA Volunteer’s Team
VACANCIES

In addition to the current team of 45 Volunteers, EDTNA/ERCA is looking for Volunteers to cover the following vacancies:
Executive Committee Members• 

Consultants: Transplant and Dialysis Technician• 
Key Member for Switzerland• 

Link Members for:• 

Denmark −
Estonia −
Sweden −

International Link Member from:• 

South Africa −
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia −

If you are interested or would like to recommend someone for one of the positions, please contact Maria Saraiva, the Nomination Committee Chair at  
mariasaraiva5993@gmail.com or Eva Petrová, EDTNA/ERCA Main Secretary at: queries@edtnaerca.org 
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41st EDTNA/ERCA International 
Conference 2012 

Convention Centre Strasbourg, France!
As you know, the 41st International EDTNA/ERCA Conference scheduled for Sep-
tember 2012 was due to be held in Athens, Greece. Our Association was looking 
forward to returning to a country where we have many enthusiastic members, col-
leagues and volunteers.

Unfortunately, due to the current economical and political circumstances in 
Greece, we have been forced to postpone Athens as our Conference city and find 
another location for 2012.

Strasbourg, France, was chosen to replace Athens as the Conference venue

The dates of the Conference are the same as previously  
September 15th - 18th 2012.

This year’s Conference theme reflects one of the Association´s main objectives:
“Global Advances in Renal Care:  Economic and Quality Impact of Disease  
Management”

We hereby invite you to join us for the Conference in the cosmopolitan city of Stras-
bourg with its beautiful canals, historical city centre and the European Parliament 
situated within walking distance of the Conference Centre. Please note that the 
abstract submission date has been prolonged until February 29th, 2012. 

EDTNA/ERCA is looking forward  
to seeing you in Strasbourg!

www. edtnaerca.org

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME  
Abstract submission deadline: 29 February 2012

Each year at the annual EDTNA/ERCA International Conference, expert profession-
als, service leaders, academics, researchers and industry partners come together to 
share innovations, evidence and knowledge.

The theme of the 2012 Conference in Strasbourg, France, is ‘Global Advances in 
Renal Care: Economic and Quality Impact of Disease Management’. To celebrate 
this theme the Conference calls for high quality abstracts to complement key topics 
of interest including:

Innovations within renal replacement therapy•  – major progress and controver-
sies in therapy development
Conservative care • — patients deciding not to embark on dialysis and develop-
ment of palliative care strategies
Chronic kidney disease • — impact, treatment and prevention
Economic implications for care•  — cost effective interventions
Transplantation•  — clinical advancements and innovations
Measuring and monitoring quality improvement•  — expanding roles, sustaining 
effective staff and patient education programmes
Evidence based practice•  — how best identified and utilized
Health improvement initiatives•  — biomedical, psychosocial, self-management, 
technical, dietetics, pharmaceutical
Current trends•  and established strategies in the management of the full range 
of services required by renal patients and careers

Abstract guidelines have been developed to enhance the quality of the abstract 
submission and ensure sufficient information is presented to allow a fair peer re-
view assessment. 

Dr Paula Ormandy
Scientific Programme Committee Chair

Join the EDTNA/ERCA on TWITTER!!! 

As of January 2012 the EDTNA/ERCA will start using the Social media for 
better communication with the EDTNA/ERCA members and friends of  
EDTNA/ERCA. Follow the EDTNA/ERCA Twitter page to stay up to date on the 
latest EDTNA/ERCA news and receiving the most recent information from the 
renal field. 

To follow the EDTNA/ERCA Twitter page click on the icon on the  
EDTNA/ERCA homepage or search for http://twitter.com/EDTNAERCA directly 
and click for following the EDTNA/ERCA Twitter page. Please note that in or-
der to become a “Follower” of the EDTNA/ERCA Twitter page you must create 
your own account on Twitter first. This can be done within few minutes via  
www.twitter.com We hope you will enjoy new ways of communication with 
EDTNA/ERCA!

We hope you will enjoy new ways of communication with EDTNA/ERCA!
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To contribute to the next issue, please 
send your articles and pictures to María 
Cruz Casal - EDTNA/ERCA News Editor  
e-mail: mcruzcasal@ibertelecom.com
EDTNA/ERCA Secretariat  
e-mail: queries@edtnaerca.org

News published  
by EDTNA/ERCA

www.edtnaerca.org

Correct Answers from  
Newsletter 4 2011

1.  d 2.  d 3.  d 4.  a 5.  d 
6.  c 7.  c 8.  b 9.  d 10.  d

NOTE:  The articles presented in this 
Newsletter do not necessary reflect the 
opinion of EDTNA/ERCA, they are the 
sole responsibility of the authors.
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Calendar of events• 
And much more….• 

Registration to  
the Conference

You may not apply for members registration 
fees if you are not a current member. To verify 
your membership status at any time please 
contact the EDTNA/ERCA Membership Man-
ager Tomáš Nejedlý. 
(email: queries@edtnaerca.org or  
tomas.nejedly@czech-in.cz)

Please note: To apply for the EDTNA/ERCA 
member’s registration fees, you must have 
a valid paid membership status prior to  
1st July 2012.

Calendar of Events
XX Seminario español de la EDTNA/ERCA • 
H.U. Reina Sofía, Córdoba, 31 Mayo,   
1 y 2 de Junio de 2012

Tema: “Accesos vasculares y Técnicas convectivas: Presente y futuro  
del tratamiento del paciente en hemodiálisis”

Secretaria Técnica: scc@scccongresos.com  
Tf: 957483311 – 957047848

Industry Advisory Board 
On November 17th, the 6th Industry Advisory Board meeting took place in Copenhagen.

The fundamental objective of the Industry Advisory Board is to assist the EDTNA/ERCA in achieving its mission and constantly improving the quality of its projects as well 
as advice on relevant projects ensuring the dissemination of best clinical practice in renal care.

The busy agenda covered various topics including research & educational projects, international Conference structure, latest Conference evaluation, advice on future 
Conference venues and mutual agreement about the future cooperation between EDTNA/ERCA and key renal industry partners. Our Association would like to acknowl-
edge Baxter, Diaverum, Fresenius Medical Care, Gambro, Redsense Medical and Shire as they deserve our deepest appreciation for continued support and professional 
partnership.

EDTNA/ERCA Seminar – Ljubljana Conference follow up & Strasbourg 
Conference highlights 
Another successful Czech EDTNA/ERCA Seminar with the presence of international Industry partners took place in Prague on January 17th, 2012. The Seminar was kindly 
supported by Roche (main partner), B. Braun, Fresenius Medical Care and Gambro. 

The main theme of the Seminar was related to the clinical 
standards, guidelines, management of CKD and the role of the 
renal multidisciplinary team in this process. 

Anki Davidson, guest speaker from Gambro provided an 
overview of current clinical practice and care among Euro-
pean countries and highlighted reasons why the new joint  
EDTNA/ERCA & Gambro project IQD & Clinical Guidelines for 
Dialysis was launched at the Ljubljana Conference.

Jürgen Kastl, guest speaker from Fresenius Medical Care 
proudly presented Go Green in Dialysis project results and 
introduced the Czech version of Environmental Guidelines 
for Dialysis. He believes that Guidelines help renal staff mem-
bers respond to the increasing challenge of how to perform 
environmentally friendly dialysis and provide them with the 
practical guidance needed to establish effective and success-
ful environmental strategies.

A special thank you must go to Helena Pikartová from Roche 
for her super organisation of the event which ensured the 
programme was delivered to a consistently high standard and 
Franta Lopot for translating all the international guest lec-
tures in extremely professional way.

Industry Update  
Jitka Pancirova, EDTNA/ERCA Executive Director

Delegates at the Seminar


